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AGENDA

September 15, 2020
8:30 a.m.
Capitol, Room 317
Helena, MT

Please note: All times are tentative. Some items may take more or less time than scheduled.

8:30 AM Call to Order – Roll Call
- Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting

8:35 AM Pretrial Program Pilot Project
- Beth McLaughlin

9:15 AM DOC Follow-up items
- Megan Coy
  o Placements from MASC, START, Passages (due 07-28-2020)
  o Screening policy update
  o Written formal process for Court sentencing recommendations

10:15 AM BREAK

10:30 AM MIIG Sanction Grid Outcomes
- Kevin Olson

11:30 AM Proposed Legislation
- DOC sentence placement outcome
- Risk/needs assessment evidence-based
- Standardization of CD assessment

12:00 PM Break: Lunch (on your own)

1:15 PM Council Report
- Ryan Lynch
- Barry Usher

2:00 PM Public Comment

2:15 PM ADJOURN